The new 3M™ Ceramic Sand Screen offers a breakthrough sand control technology especially under demanding conditions where erosion is a major challenge.

State-of-the-art sand screen systems generally consist of metals that offer limited resistance to erosion. Since the degree of erosion is determined by material properties, 3M™ Ceramic Sand Screens use ceramic materials, which are one order of magnitude harder than metallic materials and show no indications of erosion under reservoir conditions.

The screens can be deployed for regular sand-control in new wells or retrofitted to existing wells that suffer from sand problems as a result of reduced reservoir pressure. They can be set in most standard well completions and offer the opportunity to product reserves that would otherwise have been lost.

Solution

3M™ technology improves the known wire wrap screen principle by taking advantage of the unique properties of technical ceramics.

- Flexible stack of ceramic rings
- Specially designed with v-shape or keystone gaps
- Gap width, length and diameter tailored to the specific application / well bore
- Alternatively as self-supported systems or provided with an internal perforated tube
- Protection of valves and sliding sleeves is also an option
The 3M™ Ceramic Sand Screen design is well suited to ceramics and gives flexibility to the stack of ceramic rings while providing stability against torsion and flexure. As a consequence, the 3M™ Ceramic Sand Screen safely passes dog legs and can even be retrieved without harming the ceramic rings.

Minimizing pressure losses is a major issue during oil and gas production. To meet this important goal, extensive modeling on ring and gap design as well as a set of flow tests have been performed. The comparison of theory and practices is fully congruent: The pressure loss over the 3M™ Ceramic Sand Screen stays very low for a broad range of flow rates.

**Benefits**

- No erosion (10 times higher hardness than metal)
- Higher collapse resistance (twice the stiffness than metal)
- For horizontal, slanted and vertical wells
- Retrofitting with the system on existing commercial landing nipples

Product is manufactured by ESK Ceramics GmbH & Co. KG, a 3M company

The data presented in this leaflet are in accordance with the present state of our knowledge, but not absolve the user from carefully checking all supplies immediately on receipt. We reserve the right to alter product constants within the scope of technical progress or new developments. The recommendations made in this leaflet should be checked by preliminary trials because of conditions during processing over which we have no control, especially where other companies’ raw materials are also being used. The recommendations do not absolve the user from the obligation of investigating the possibility of infringements of third parties’ rights and, if necessary, clarifying the position. Recommendations for use do not constitute a warranty, either express or implied, of the fitness or suitability of the products for a particular purpose.